
Dalamatia 

       Part A 

The divine process of all developing planets. 

 

Atlantis, known as Dalamatia by the spirit-beings on the other side of the veil just as Earth 

is known as Urantia, but I digress. 

Most everyone has heard stories of the legendary city that sank beneath the sea. Atlantis is 

more than just a mythical story, it was our world’s first capital city, and the fall of it was the 

beginning of the decline of educational upliftment and enlightenment toward becoming a citizen 

of the universe. 

Before I can begin the story of how and why Atlantis was established here on Earth plus 

how and why it became the lost city, I must first explain the divine evolutionary process of all 

developing planets. They do not just miraculously appear ready to produce life. No planet 

inhabited or uninhabited exists without some creator being responsible for having built it. The 

creator of a solar system must work with many different specialized beings to assist him with 

his creations. 

The aspiring creator will contact and work with the Universal Force, Power, and Energy 

Controllers, plus Universal Architects, to design and build a planetary system according to his 

needs. 

At the time of the eventuation or Big Bang, all the physical matter or space debris that is 

essential for planetary construction came into existence and was available. The most valuable 

asset to arise from the eventuation was every divine soul-being in existence. They materialized 

from within the supreme intelligence inherent from the eventuation itself. At that time, there 

were two levels of soul-beings produced and differentiated by their innate energy levels and 

became known as first and third-degree beings. 

 These first-degree beings are known as created beings because they will never become 

anything except for which they were created. There are too many first-level diversified beings 

and duties to describe here. However, these masterful beings accomplish their specific universal 

maintenance tasks, and will never become anything else. 

At this point in our dissertation, we are only concerned with the third-degree souls-beings 

because they are the source from which we seventh-degree mortals evolved.    

At the time of the eventuation, all third-degree sole beings such as you and I, (Still many 

trillions of lightyears from attaining a mortal body), eventually learned they had a choice to 

remain as soul-beings or join the wheel of evolutionary growth. That is, to embark on a 

human’s path of destiny and experience what mortality has to offer. 

 If a soul-being elects to remain in its eternal state, it can only sense light and sound, that is, 

be able to see and hear but can not experience any olfactory sensations, i.e., touch, taste, or 

smell. 



The evolutionary wheel of life is a term used to describe an individual’s birth and rebirth 

toward enlightenment. Learn to make love, not war! 

Some souls, mortal and immortal, elected an educational path of positive creationism. That 

is, they dedicate themselves to becoming specialists in building all aspects of universal 

structures, i.e., planets and solar systems. Unfortunately, some souls chose the negative path of 

disruption to the point of destruction. 

Creator-sons are the beings who have elected to become the planetary builders. When a 

creator-son is preparing to begin a project will contact other specialized beings of positive 

nature and request their assistance in creating a solar system and populate the viable planets. 

These specialists select large chunks of blazing hot matter from within the designated area in 

free space and place them in the new system’s proper position. They then arrange other 

deepspace material into orbits around that star; people of Earth call it the sun. 

This initial construction process may take many eons for the orbiting material to stabilize. If 

the elements of space-debris are too close to the star, the gravitational forces pull it into the star 

and absorb it. If the debris is too far away, the gravitational force is not strong enough to hold it, 

and the debris flies back into free space. 

While the creator waits for his planets to validate, that is, determine which ones can sustain 

life, he collaborates with other specialized beings such as geneticists, agronomists, zoologists, 

and many others. These diversified beings assist him in preparing the many forms of life that 

will be delivered and planted on his worlds. 

 While all this continues to the point of accomplishment, the sovereign creator of those 

worlds must continually check through several more eons before he can determine which 

planets were suitable to receive life. Once identified, he arranges with the life carriers to deliver 

and plant the seeds of life on his worlds.  

After the life carriers have deposited the seeds to his creations, he must again wait for many 

more eons before he can determine what life forms developed and of those, which ones if any, 

verify for further intellectual development. 

You must understand that this planetary creation process will take many thousands of 

millennia, in earth time, several trillions of our human lifetimes. However, once life has 

verified, it would be time for the creator son to begin the educational process of bringing his 

mortal creations to a state of Light and Life. (In Earth’s vernacular, Utopia.) 

The first step toward enlightenment is the establishment of a Capital city headed by a 

Planetary Prince. He and his staff build and devote thousands of years educating the planet’s 

populous with knowledge of the Greater Universe, including the divine aspects of heaven and 

prepare them for the arrival of an Adamic strain, an Adam and Eve.  

After seventy-seven generations of Adamic offspring, they begin mating with the best of the 

planet’s population in an effort to uplift the mental, physical, and spiritual attributes of the 

masses. The final step in the process is the arrival of its creator in mortal form to complete the 

transformation of his creation to Light and Life. 



That is the way it was done universally on all developed worlds 

 

    --------------------------------------- 

Dalamatia. 
       Part B.  

        The plight of Planet Earth. 

 

It is now time to tell everyone what went wrong and who is responsible for the fall of 

Atlantis. Also, everyone should learn who caused and still maintains massive negative 

influences that permeate this planet’s society. Have you ever questioned why the populous of 

Earth has been in a constant state of agitation, creating war after war upon one another? It is the 

direct result of the fall of our Capital City Atlantis. 

I must explain one additional fact. According to Universal law, every tenth inhabitable 

world, regardless of who created it, will be designated as an experimental world. That means 

not only the creator of a decimal or tenth planet but any other creator son who wishes to 

perform life experiments upon it may do so as well. Among the hundreds of trillions of 

inhabited worlds, Earth is one of those so designated as a decimal planet. That is why we have 

ten fingers and toes. 

The distance between Earth and Havona (Heaven) is so vast the Universal fathers divided 

time into two sectors, Havona time and Universal time. Due to the destruction of Dalamatia 

(Atlantis), Earth never received the propper divine education it should have gotten. Therefore,  

we reckon time via the sun. 

Conversion of Havona tine and Universal time to Earth time 

One Havona year = 200 Havona days. One Havona  Day = 1,000 Earth years. 

One Universal Year = 66,482.5 Earth days. One Universal Day = 18.34 Earth days. 

The length of Earth’s experimental period was 14 Havona years. 

Thus 14 Havona years X 200 Havona days X 1000 Earth years = 2,800.000 Earth years. 

 

Since Earth is a decimal planet, it was open to all other creator’s experimentation, which 

legally allowed the minions of Arturo’s acolyte’s free access to raise havoc on Jesus’ creation 

for the length of the experimental period.  

Jesus told us that within his father’s house, there were many mansions. Unfortunately, not 

all mansion worlds are as positive as that of Jesus. Many of those worlds, such as those listed 

here, are of a negative persuasion. The house of Arturo is the primary culprit, for whom the 

others support. The House of IS, home of Isis, a master psychic seer who like the house of 

Nebon with its negative healers gather beings who follow the dictates of their respective 

mansion worlds. They continuously propagate havoc on all those who do not conform to the 

dictates of their fathers in heaven. There are too many to identify here. 



Our creator Jesus is an extremely positive loving being and went through all the 

aforementioned creative processes. After determining the inhabitable planets, Jesus contacted 

the Universal Brotherhood in the Pleiades to deliver a life pod and had the geneticists seed the 

landmass and the sea. Life began developing, and after more eons passed, many billions of life-

forms evolved; of those, there are two basic types, willed and non-willed. 

All living matter on this planet, collectively speaking all plants and animals, were 

designated as non-willed creatures, that is, every species from the smallest insect or blade of 

grass to the largest animal that ever lived.  

Out of all the planet’s species, only three verified to become willed beings. That is, 

somewhere in the evolutionary development as a species, one of them made a moral decision to 

sacrifice itself while protecting another of its species. There are three mammalian willed species 

on this planet, the simian from which man evolved and the aquatic from which the whale and 

dolphin evolved. 

Eventually, after many more eons passed, each of these groups of willed beings had 

developed tribes or small communities. When our creator, Jesus, determined it was time to 

begin the educational process, he arranged for a Planetary Prince and a band of one-hundred 

specialized educators for each species to come to the planet. He again arranged with the 

Brotherhood Fleet to deliver a prince and his staff to each group of willed beings. Plus, 

everything necessary to build the planet’s capital city. 

Once the fleet arrived and the brotherhood construction engineers began to build the city, 

the Prince and his staff selected the best of the best from the most advanced native tribes and 

formed a council of twelve to preside over and govern the surrounding tribes. At that time, there 

were not only the willed and non-willed mortals on the planet; there were also spirit-beings. 

Prince Caligastia was a spirit-being along with many seraphim and cherubim, all of whom 

the planet’s mortals could see and converse. The members of Caligastia’s band of one-hundred 

were spiritually endowed mortal beings that would have still been here if it were not for the 

rebellion. 

How was this possible, you ask? 

Most everyone has heard of the tree of life as portrayed in the bible that supposedly 

contained the knowledge of good and evil. Not so, the fruit of the tree known as Monna simply 

maintained the spiritual connection with the universal life force for Calagastia and the specially 

endowed members of the staff of one-hundred. The trees were brought here at the same time as 

the Prince.  They were part of his support materials but were removed immediately after the 

rebellion. The Prince and his staff’s immortality was made possible by consuming the Monna, 

which is the fruit of the tree. A second tree arrived on the planet at the time Adam and Eve. But 

it too was removed after their default. 

During the actual building of Atlantis by the extraterrestrial construction engineers from the 

Brotherhood’s fleet were to install seven crystal rods deep into the Earth. These rods acted as 

antennae to facilitate communication with the Greater Universe. They made it possible for all of 

those with the ability to receive the universal broadcast to do so. 



Here is another definition, that of first and second level beings; a first level-being is a mortal 

or immortal that occupies a physical body. Second level beings are the ones who remain in 

spirit form. At the time of Atlantis, all but a few specialized second level spirits could be seen 

and heard by all. 

I will now significantly condense the process of the rebellion that developed over more than 

thirty-six-thousand years. All evolutionary developmental progress began as scheduled and 

continued for several hundreds of years. Still, after having received sustained bombardments of 

negative subliminal thought from second-level beings, Prince Caligastia finally succumbed to 

the horrendous assault and decided to usurp our creator Jesus by declaring himself God and 

sovereign ruler of all Jesus’ planets.   

It was the self-proclaimed God and head of the House of Arturo that perpetrated the assault 

and was supported by other negative houses that allied themselves with Arturo. This action did 

not happen overnight because Calagastia faithfully performed his celestial duties for over 

36,000 years before his treasonous declaration. 

That traitorous action caused a rebellion throughout the entire universal sector. The 

Universal Fathers declared Lucifer, Satan, and Caligastia and all his rebellious followers in 

breach of universal prime laws. To prevent any further spread of the rebellion, the Universal 

Fathers immediately cordoned off the entire rebellious sector, and from that time forward, 

everyone was isolated from the greater universe. Those directly involved in the treason were 

removed from the planet along with the seven crystal rods. The remaining mortals and 

immortals who once were in communication with the Greater Universe found themselves 

entirely cut off from the divine broadcasts, thus virtually deaf and blind. Many mortals of the 

city lost their ability to see and converse with spirit-beings. This action caused the end of the 

educational up-liftmen process that ultimately resulted in atavism. Since there have been too 

few Melchizedek teachers born on the planet to make any appreciable difference, that atavistic 

trend continues to this day. 

Caligastia was not the only recipient of vicious subliminal thought. All the members of the 

band of one-hundred and the leaders of the council of twelve received tremendous amounts of 

subliminal thoughts. Remember that the children of the aboriginal tribed arrived already well 

indoctrinated with Arturoian philosophy. 

Once all the planets involved in the rebellion identified, they were cordoned off by a veil of 

forgetfulness. Thus, isolating them from the rest of the Greater Universe.  

The result of that action produced disastrous effects on all future soul-beings electing to be 

born on Earth. From that point forward, any soul-being electing to be born on Earth would have 

to pass through the veil of forgetfulness, thus losing all celestial memory of who they were or 

where they came from, and worst of all, no memory of past-life experiences. That is why the 

populous of Earth are deaf, dumb, blind, and devoid of all divine knowledge. 

Have you ever wondered why so many religions claim that their God is the one and only? 

Most mansion worlds, at one time or another, fostered and supported some type of religion until 

they learned the divine truth from their Planetary Prince.  



We never learned the truth because our Prince became corrupted by the many philosophies 

of these same gods that plague us today. That forgetfulness veil left us vulnerable to the amoral 

mercy of a variety of religious teachings from many self-proclaimed one-and-only Gods of 

Earth seeking recognition and power. 

Once the adjudication began, all those found suspect of treason against a sovereign creator 

were immediately removed from the planet. Lucifer, Satan, and Prince Caligastia were stripped 

of power and command but were allowed to return to their stations. However, they were like 

wolves without their fangs that could only observe while awaiting future adjudication. (That 

occurred in 2005.) All of the band of one-hundred lost their immortality status. They and the 

few from the council of twelve, found not guilty of treason, were returned to the planet to live 

out their mortality. I will not name all of them here, but you may find them in The Urantia 

Book.  

*** 

I will now explain how the house of Arturo succeeded in accomplishing their dastardly 

deed. Remember that the House of Arturo has many allied houses that provide resources to 

assist their god, and I have dubbed these enabling forces the Negative Collective. 

Isis the negative seer from the house of Is had far-seen that Jesus would be dispatching a 

Planetary Prince to begin the Earth's educational upliftment.  

Therefore, many years before the construction of Atlantis, one of the Negative Collective’s 

acts was to have multitudes of children from respective houses to be born as infiltrating mortals 

within existing tribes on the planet. Of course, they would arrive with accompanied by their 

equally negative personal guardians. 

Once the prince and his staff arrived, additional souls with various negative talents 

descended upon them, and the undermining process began. You must understand, the Planetary 

Prince and his staff of one hundred along with his lieutenants, Lucifer and Satan, were hand-

picked by Jesus because of their previously proven loyalty. They were strong-willed souls and 

dedicatedly committed to accomplishing their assigned tasks. Also, understand it was more than 

35,000 years from the Prince’s arrival and the fall of Atlantis. Thus, it was a monumental task 

for the negative forces to subvert their minds to the point of tyrannous rebellion. 

This assault was accomplished by a continuous bombardment of insidious subliminal 

thought upon most everyone until fighting broke out between the native tribes and the city 

government and eventually full civil war. 

At the time of Atlantis, the Earth was still young, with only one large landmass. The entire 

globe was shrouded by a very dense cloud cover that maintained a constant year-round 

temperature of about 73 degrees Fahrenheit. There was no blue sky to be seen. 

 During city construction, the Brotherhood engineers used their laser tools to carve the 

blocks and large columns. Later, sculptors used them to create statues and great works of art. 



Within the same time frame, with the help of subliminal thought, scientists and geneticists 

came upon the idea that it would be a good idea to begin experimenting with gene splicing, and 

they developed the Unicorn, Centaur, Minotaur, Aqua-men, Mermaids, and the Giant 

Passenger-birds. (The same magnificent birds that carried Adam and Eve as they inspected the 

first Garden of Eden.) These creatures are more than just Greek mythology because it was the 

Atlantean geneticists who actually created them in their laboratories. Many of the immortal 

souls that occupied these creature bodies were sorely unhappy, and when the fighting escalated, 

many of them joined the ravaging hordes against the city government. None of these mythical 

creatures survived the march of time because, having been created in a laboratory, they were 

sterile. 

As the warring factors increased, the negative factions placed within the minds of the city’s 

defense teams became convinced it was necessary to convert a laser tool into a laser weapon. 

Their laser tools contained great power, and after conversion, their weapon was undaunted. The 

city forces were holding against the local tribesmen, but when the hordes of Centaur and 

Minotaur began breaching the walls, Prince Calagastia authorized using the laser weapon. On 

several occasions of its use, the beam went skyward and burned large holes through the dense 

clouds and pierced our seven protective atmospheric filters. That was the beginning of the end 

of Atlantis. 

The sun began vaporizing the cloud cover, and the rains slowly began and continued with 

increasing magnitude for many years until violent rainstorms, earthquakes, and volcanos 

erupted. Tidal waves commenced thundering in. At that time in Rani’s past-life, he was a 

member of the council of twelve and was there on that fateful day when a gigantic wave arose 

and totally destroyed the city along with most everyone there. He and his young scribe perished 

that fateful day under the same falling pillar; He knows that for a fact because he has recorded 

past-life material to prove the occurrence. 

It is time to put the world in perspective. The size of the planet then was the same as it is 

now except its landmass consisted of one gigantic chunk of Earth surrounded by eighty-percent 

water. Atlantis was a metropolis as large as one of our present-day metropolitan cities and 

located on one of two peninsulas separated by a land-bridge. One was supporting Atlantis, the 

other containing the cities of Lemuria, also known as Mu. Both magnificent civilizations were 

totally destroyed. 

The violent earthquakes and volcanos continued until the peninsulas broke away from the 

mainland and eventually sank beneath the waves. The earthquakes increased in frequency and 

amplitude until the entire landmass began to break up along its tectonic plates, resulting in the 

beginning of continental drift.  



 Over time the clouds reformed, and the warming and cooling process began. The location 

of those first holes are still within the region of the South pole, and that was the beginning of 

global warming. 

At that point in Earth’s developmental history, the overwhelming forces of the negative-

collective had succeeded in ending all future education of these elite beings of Urantia, thus 

making the remaining ignorant masses, we the people of Earth, more accessible targets for 

future conquests. 

*** 

War and strife were never part of our creator’s plan for his creation, however, because of 

Prince Caligastia’s treasonous betrayal, this planet and the others involved were cordoned off 

from the rest of the Greater Universe. 

If this tragic event happened thousands of years ago, why are we still feeling the effects of 

that rebellion? 

If you have been keeping up with what our scientific astronomers have told us about the 

expanding universe beyond us, you will understand the rest of the story. 

There are many gifted beings with the ability to foresee future events. Many of these 

talented beings envisioned thousands of eons before Jesus decided to create this planet in this 

specific location. The reason he did so is because this planet will become one of the gateway 

portals to the new expanding universe.  

Isis, the master clairvoyant seer from the negative house of Is, having seen the possibilities, 

conversed with the leader of the house of Arturo who became obsessed with control of the 

portal. He has been waging war to gain control since Jesus selected the location, and Arturo will 

continue until Jesus returns and presides over his foremost creation.  

We have told you of the experimental period and that it ended on the winter solstice of 

2002. In advance of our creator’s return, there are a few things that must occur.  

The Universal Brotherhood Reclamation fleet must be allowed to arrive and complete their 

cleansing and replenishment of all the species that we have eradicated. 

 Our new Planetary Prince -Melevintchia Melchizedek is seated, and his band of one-

hundred educators is functioning.  

The seven crystalline communication rods are replaced and functioning. 

OurAdam and Eve, plus all their children, are returned and continuing their tasks. 

There will also be an artificially constructed sphere known as the City of Alpha that will 

rest within a synchronous orbit high in the sky over Jesus’ once earthly home within the holy-

land. 

As you can see, we have a lot to learn and much to look forward too, once we stop warring 

and massacring each other.  



I emphatically tell you that all the prerequisites listed above must be satisfactorily 

completed before Jesus will return and take his place within the City of Alpha, 

I hope this little dissertation has answered some questions you have not yet devised. 

--------------------------------------- 

The plight of Prince Caligastia and his band of one-hundred is explained in greater detail in 

the Urantia Book, Part 3. Paper 66 -2 The Prince’s Staff.  

For more information on the plight of Atlantis. 

The plight of Prince Caligastia and his band of one-hundred may be found in the Urantia 

Book, Part 3. Paper 66 -2 The Prince’s Staff.  

https://www.urantia.org/urantia-book-standardized/paper-66-planetary-prince-urantia?term=paper#search-jump-result-0
https://www.ubecbyrani.com/planetary-rebellion.html
https://www.urantia.org/urantia-book-standardized/paper-66-planetary-prince-urantia?term=paper#search-jump-result-0

